The international relations of the Middle East have long been dominated by uncertainty and conflict. External intervention, interstate war, political upheaval and interethnic violence are compounded by the vagaries of oil prices and the claims of military, nationalist and religious movements. The purpose of this book is to set this region and its conflicts in context, providing on the one hand a historical introduction to its character and problems, and on the other a reasoned analysis of its politics. In an engagement with both the study of the Middle East and the theoretical analysis of international relations, the author, who is one of the best known and most authoritative scholars writing on the region today, offers a compelling and original interpretation. Written in a clear, accessible and interactive style, the book is designed for students, policymakers and the general reader.

Fred Halliday is Professor of International Relations at the London School of Economics. His publications include Nation and Religion in the Middle East (2000), Two Hours that Shook the World (2001) and 100 Myths about the Middle East (2005).
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Any introduction of this kind must hint at, but cannot do justice to, the influence and friendship of those who have over the years (in my case, for forty) sought to encourage, correct and inform the author. Three constituencies of people have been particularly important for me. In the first place, friends and comrades from the region itself. Secondly those, be they academics, journalists or general writers, who, while often of different, sometimes very different, orientation to the author, were my teachers and who served to inspire, and contest with me, the study of the region. I may not have accepted, or now accept, their conclusions, but I certainly have remembered their questions. Finally, and in an ongoing community of critique, interaction, theoretical debate and the rushed but treasured, exchange of political jokes from the region, the specialists and academics with whom I have worked over the years. This third category includes MERIP in Washington, the Gulf Committee and the Middle East Study Group in London, many colleagues in British and other western, including Russian, universities, and journalists, from the region and without. A special word of praise and thanks too to LSE’s neighbours at Bush House in the Aldwych, London, for my colleagues of the BBC World Service in English, and the Arabic, Turkish and Persian services. They have been objects of entrapment and vilification by those with power, and universally admired and respected throughout the region: these, not the spokesmen of governments, the munafiqin of east and west, and the pedlars of supposedly holy texts and ancient entitlements, nor, in academe, the traders of epistemological trickery and cargo cults, are the real heroes of the dialogue of peoples, of civilisations, and indeed of the construction of a saner, more informed and more peaceful, world.

In all cases it would be odd, a disappointment indeed, if there had been complete agreement between us, but without interaction with these colleagues no insight would ever have been achieved. I have been privileged to know them, now over four decades, and to discuss the shared interests that we face. Against all of this background, I claim little originality, but...
rather partnership in an ongoing, and internationalist, endeavour. I stand, in the best sense of intellectual and academic continuity, on the shoulders of these people, as well as amidst a never-ending milieu of information, disputation and good humour.

In regard to the second group, those under whom I studied, I would mention, in particular, those whom I would call, in the old and valid phrase, not eroded by post-modernity or epistemological fashion, or the transnational banalities of globalisation, my teachers. Those whom I knew personally, at Oxford, at SOAS, and in the broader Middle East and social science communities of the 1960s and 1970s: Hamza Alavi, Tony Allan, Terry Byers, Donal Cruise O’Brien, Ernest Gellner, Thomas Hodgkin, P. J. Holt, Albert Hourani, Nikki Keddie, Abbas Kelidar, Anne Lambton, Bernard Lewis, Robert Mabro, Roger Owen, Edith Penrose, Maxime Rodinson, Teodor Shanin, P. J. Vatikiotis, Bill Warren. They were people at once wise and of their times, cosmopolitan, concerned and, where they judged appropriate, awkward in their views and judgements. Despite all differences of opinion, they are respected and read in the Middle East as much as in the west. Successor generations in universities, the media and policy fields would do well to learn from their scholarship, not least their linguistic abilities, and from their independence of mind. Here a time-honoured saying is especially relevant: they do not make people like that any more.

In writing a book of this kind there are also many contemporary colleagues and friends to whom I owe appreciation and gratitude. To the readers of the manuscript in whole or in part – Louise Fawcett, George Lawson, Roger Owen, Eugene Rogan, David Styan – I express warm thanks for their criticism and careful reading. Eugene Rogan, of St Antony’s College Oxford, and Marigold Acland, of CUP, were the ideal commissioning editors, patient but insistent. In production, Alison Powell and Carol Fellingham Webb were the most supportive and efficacious of allies. At LSE, my colleagues the late Philip Windsor, one of the most economical and wisest of observers, and Katerina Dalacoura, who brings to the teaching of our students at LSE the political acumen for which her people have been known for more than two thousand years, and a sensibility for the variant idioms, conceits and cultures of the Mediterranean. To the veterans of IR 419, now ‘The International Relations of the Middle East’, quondam ‘The Middle East and the Great Powers’, drawn from east and west, from diasporas emigrant and homeward-looking, and onto whom, in future years, the responsibility of understanding this region will pass, I express my thanks for their stimulation, questions, reading suggestions and, not least, pertinent regional anecdotes. My Departmental Convenors, Michael Yahuda and Margot
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Light, were of special assistance, at once, as befits their station, exigent and permissive, while Jennifer Chapa was, as ever, supportive and astute in helping with the preparation of the manuscript, and resilient in the face of multiple versions and drafts.


In particular, the members of two communities that have their origins in the early 1970s, if not before – the Middle East Study Group in London and MERIP Reports in Washington – have, over more than three decades, provided a stimulating personal and intellectual context for discussion of the region. In all of these years, and in the writing of these pages, my family, Maxine and Alex, were of indispensable support, not least in visiting some of these countries with me and in following, in moments of quiet as of high and painful drama, the events unfolding in the Middle East itself, let alone in debating the relevance, or lack thereof, of broader issues of social theory and historical analysis to the events of this region in modern times.

A special word of thanks is also due to my research students at LSE since 1983. Over more than twenty years they have been a source of stimulation, challenge, sometimes of quite a spirited kind, and intellectual confirmation: if Socratic questioning of the assumed is a major part of the learning process, there are times, more often than one is professionally enjoined to admit, when one wonders who is the teacher and who the taught. I could write a paragraph of thanks to each.
The past four decades were years of high hopes, and bitter moments, or revolution, counter-revolution, war and political violence. The Middle East specialists of my generation lived, and argued, through these times. It is now for others to take this analysis, and some of theoretical perspective and ‘complex solidarity’, into the times to come: the least one can say is that, on the basis of the information we have, and the most basic historic sense, the next decades will be at least as momentous, and intellectually challenging, as those now past. The advice of the late Maxime Rodinson, *al-murshid al-akbar*, ‘the greatest guide’, quoted by way of conclusion to this book, at the end of chapter 10, should serve us all.